Hydraulic fracture initiation and near wellbore propagation is governed by complex failure mechanisms, especially in cased perforated wellbores. Various parameters affect such mechanisms, including fracturing fluid viscosity and injection rate. In this study, three different fracturing fluids with viscosities ranging from 20 to 600 Pa.s were used to investigate the effects of varying fracturing fluid viscosities and fluid injection rates on the fracturing mechanisms. Hydraulic fracturing tests were conducted in cased perforated boreholes made in tight 150 mm synthetic cubic samples. A true tri-axial stress cell was used to simulate real far field stress conditions. In addition, dimensional analyses were performed to correspond the results of lab experiments to field-scale operations. The results indicated that by increasing the fracturing fluid viscosity and injection rate, the fracturing energy increased, and consequently, higher fracturing pressures were observed. However, when the fracturing energy was transferred to a borehole at a faster rate, the fracture initiation angle also increased. This resulted in more curved fracture planes. Accordingly, a new parameter, called fracturing power, was introduced to relate fracture geometry to fluid viscosity and injection rate. Furthermore, it was observed that the presence of casing in the wellbore impacted the stress distribution around the casing in such a way that the fracture propagation deviated from the wellbore vicinity.
Introduction
Hydraulic fracturing is commonly used as the most viable stimulation technique to improve the production rate and recovery factor of oil and gas reservoirs, especially in unconventional reservoirs. When performing a hydraulic fracturing operation in a cased perforated wellbore many problems may arise. These problems lead to high frictional pressure losses near the wellbore, and consequently, would result in significant increase in the operation pressures and eventually premature screen-out [1] [2] [3] . Additionally, other issues such as multiple fracturing and near wellbore fracture tortuosity have been encountered during the implication of the hydraulic fracturing operation in cased perforated completions [4] . The quality of a hydraulic fracturing operation could be negatively impacted by these issues, and consequently, the fracturing treatment may not improve the production of the wellbore effectively. Such kind of challenges are mainly due to the existence of the perforations cavities which complicate the fracture initiation and near wellbore propagation [5, 6] .
Several researchers have conducted studies in order to investigate the mechanism of a hydraulic fracture creation in cased perforated wellbores [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . They have shown that the wellbore inclination and azimuth as well as perforations spacing, phasing and orientations with respect to the in-situ stress directions play important roles in the process of fracture initiation and near wellbore propagation. Berhmann and Elbel [5] performed an experimental study and showed that when the perforation orientation is deviated more than 10 • away from the direction of Preferred Fracture Plane (PFP), the fracture may not initiate from the perforation cavity. Later on, Romero et al. [13] developed a theoretical and numerical model and recognized when the orientation of the perforation gun is not properly designated, it could lead to a narrow fracture. Accordingly, the fracture width close to the wellbore wall would be narrower than the width of the main body of the fracture. This has been later investigated further through an analytical study. Fallahzadeh, et al. [11] found that when the perforation direction is oriented away from the direction of the tensile zone on the wellbore circumference, the fracture initiation pressure also increases.
Additionally, several experimental studies have been carried out in order to physically model and analyze the mechanism of fracture creation in perforated boreholes [5, 6, 14] . However they did not scaled down the real field fracturing processes to experimental test samples. These sets of experimental research could had been greatly improved by the application of proper scaling analysis. Van de Ketterij and de Pater [15, 16] , developed and implemented the scaling laws in their fracturing experiments. They investigated the effects of fluid viscosity and injection rate on fracturing pressure; nevertheless, but they only modeled a deviated wellbore with an azimuth of 60 • and an inclination angle of 49 • and did not comprehensively analyze the effects of these two parameters on fracture geometry.
Therefore, this experimental study was performed to systematically examine the effects of fracturing fluid viscosity and injection rate on the fracture initiation and break down pressures and also near wellbore propagation geometry. Synthetic low-permeable mortar samples with specific properties were made for the purpose of performing scaled hydraulic fracturing tests. Scaling analyses were conducted, and a true tri-axial stress cell (TTSC) was used to simulate the three in-situ principal stresses on 150 mm synthetic cubic samples. Three high viscous fluids were used as the fracturing fluid. These fluids included honey, and two different silicone oils. The fracturing fluids were used to conduct scaled hydraulic fracture experiments on nine synthetic samples. For each sample, a particular fluid was injected with a specific flow rate ranging from 0.05 to 5 cc/min. The fracturing fluid was injected through the casing and two perforations located at the center of the sample.
To properly analyze the tests' results, a new methodology is developed for predicting the fracture propagation time from the pressure-time curves. Accordingly, the fracture initiation and break down pressures are analyzed based on the particular fluid viscosity and injection flow rate applied for each test. Two new parameters, namely fracturing energy and fracturing power, are introduced in order to improve the interpretation of the results. Subsequently, the near wellbore fracture propagation geometry is characterized by the initiation angle it makes at the perforation tunnel, and the propagation path it grows in. The geometries of fractures are then compared against the fracturing energies and powers of the corresponding tests. Consequently, a new relationship is introduced to estimate the fracture initiation angle from the fracturing power. Moreover, some effects of the casing and its surrounding cement sheath properties on the fracturing process are discussed.
Sample Preparation
In this section, the process of sample preparation is discussed. This process includes preparing appropriate cement and sand slurry mix and casting the slurry in cubic moulds. Then cased wellbore and perforations are created in the samples after casting and curing were completed. At the end of this section, the properties of the synthetic sample and fracturing fluids are presented.
Casting Cement Samples
To conduct scaled hydraulic fracturing tests, rock samples with particular hydro-mechanical properties are required. However, rock samples with desired properties are not readily available as it is practically impossible to acquire a sufficiently large size intact sample from a wellbore. Additionally, the properties of rocks obtained from an outcrop (considering that they are a good representative of downhole rock samples) may not be homogeneous. Also, outcrop rock samples are typically very porous and permeable. Such rocks would have considerable fracturing fluid leak-off if subjected to experimental hydraulic fracturing tests. Since the experiments have relatively low injection rate, most of the fluid would be leaked off, as a result, no fracture would be formed. Therefore, synthetic mortar samples were made to conduct these laboratory experiments, because it is possible to prepare these samples with reasonably homogenous properties [17] .
The components of synthetic samples are cement, sand and water. Mechanical and hydraulic properties of any synthetic sample are significantly affected by the percentage of each individual component used in the cement slurry preparation. During sample preparation, it was observed that a slight variation in the ratio of the components of the cement slurry could significantly alter the characteristics of the final concrete block. This emphasizes the importance of systematic selection of the cement, water and sand ratios.
The synthetic samples prepared in this study were produced based on the procedure presented by [18] . The proposed cement slurry mixture consisted of Portland cement-sand and water-cement weight ratios of 1 and 0.4, respectively. Initially, dry sand and cement were adequately mixed and then water was added to the mixture. The cement, sand and water were gradually mixed together using a heavy duty mixing equipment in a way that it reduced the volume of the air bubbles entering the slurry whilst also producing a homogenous mixture. The optimum mixing time was found to be 15 min at which point a uniform grain distribution was achieved.
In addition, the sand grain size distribution influences the sample properties. Therefore, sand grain sizes were carefully chosen to be in the range of 200 μm to 850 μm in order to have a low permeable final mortar block. Figure 1 shows the grain size distribution used to prepare the samples. A Low permeable sample is a good representative of tight formations in unconventional reservoirs. Also, it reduces fracturing fluid leak-off, which is suitable for scaling analysis. This is explained in more details in Section 4. To simulate the real field in-situ stress conditions, the experiments were planned to be carried out on cube-shaped samples, where three independent stresses could be applied. Therefore, standard concrete cubic moulds were used to make 150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm mortar blocks. The cement slurry was poured into the cubic moulds which were slightly overfilled to compensate for the slight shrinkage of the cement. After filling the moulds the samples were placed on a vibration plate so that the air bubbles present within the slurry moved their way to the surface. It was found that the optimum vibration time was around 10 minutes. This was a sufficient amount of time for air bubbles to graduate from the slurry with no separation of particles within the mixture due to its relatively high viscosity. Finally, around an hour after the casting, in which time the cement samples had partially shrunk, the top side of the samples were flattened using a wet trowel. The samples were then allowed to set for a day after which time they were removed from their moulds and placed in a water bath for 28 days. This allowed the cement to cure and reach its ultimate compressive strength [19] .
Preparing Cased Perforated Samples
In the next step, a wellbore had to be drilled into each sample with its entire length being cased. This is mainly because the existence of the casing could significantly affect the wellbore stress distribution, and consequently, the fracturing pressure and near wellbore fracture geometry would be affected [20] . Stainless steel tubing with an outer diameter of 12.7 mm, that could withstand a maximum internal pressure of 48.3 MPa, was selected to be used as the casing.
A wellbore was drilled directly through the center of each sample. The hole was drilled at 650 rpm through the entire length of the sample with a 14 mm masonry drill bit. The slow rate of penetration ensured maximum cutting efficiency. The hole was drilled as soon as the sample was removed from the water bath to reduce the risk of micro cracks forming around the wellbore.
The hole was then cleaned and a 400 mm long piece of the aforementioned tubing was cut to be glued in the wellbore. A part of the tubing (150 mm) was accommodated in the wellbore and the rest of the tubing was considered for connection purposes to the fracturing fluid chamber. This will be explained in more details in Section 3.2. As the OD of the tubing was 12.7 mm and the wellbore diameter was 14 mm, a narrow annulus of only 0.65 mm wide was considered for the placement of adhesive. Such narrow annulus was designed to minimize the effect of the adhesive on casing and wellbore stress distribution, for the time when the cubic sample would be under stress. However, some difficulties arose due to this narrow annulus, when gluing the tubing in the hole. The adhesive material was quite viscous and it could not easily fill and seal the annulus between the casing and the wellbore. To resolve this problem, initially the tubing was plugged at one end by an 8 mm OD steel rod. Then it was slightly roughened to provide a better bond between the casing, glue and block. Next, one side of the wellbore was placed on a rubber sheet and enough adhesive was carefully poured into the wellbore from the other side. At this stage, the plugged end of the tubing was inserted into the wellbore and firmly pushed against the adhesive at the bottom of the hole. While enough force was applied and the rubber sheet was sealing the bottom side of the wellbore, the adhesive flowed upward in the annulus and filled the whole space. This upward flow of the adhesive ensured that no air bubble was left in the narrow annulus and consequently guaranteed the sealing of the dried adhesive.
It is noteworthy that the first tubing was glued in the wellbore using Selleys Liquid Nails adhesive. However, the rest of the samples were prepared using Super Strength Araldite adhesive. This was mainly because the former glue did not demonstrate enough strength and the fracturing fluid could break through it, when the fracturing test was in progress. This is discussed in more details in Section 5.2. The strength properties of these adhesives are presented in Table 1 .
The wellbore glue was allowed to cure for three days at which point two perforations were drilled into each sample. Each one was drilled at the center of two parallel faces of a sample, perpendicular to the wellbore so that the perforations were facing directly opposite each other. The perforations were drilled through to the casing with a 4 mm masonry bit and a 4 mm general purpose drill bit through the steel casing. Each perforation was then cleaned and plugged with 35 mm of 3.75 mm steel rod using Araldite. The samples were allowed to cure for another 3 days. After that, they were cleaned up using a variety of files and sandpapers to guarantee that each surface of the sample was completely level. This would ensure a uniform stress distribution being applied to each face when under stress. Then the samples were left in ambient conditions for 30 days to dry before the tests.
Before each sample was placed inside the TTSC, a steel rod 380 mm in length and 6.2 mm in OD was placed in the wellbore to minimize the volume of the wellbore. Hence reducing the wellbore filling time once the test would commence. The other benefit of having this rod was to reduce the dead volume of the fracturing fluid. As a result, when the fracturing test was in progress, less compressed fracturing fluid would be present inside the hole at the time of fracture break down. Therefore, the fracture propagation could be better controlled. The completed samples were then representative of a cased and perforated wellbore. The perforations were aligned perpendicular to the minimum horizontal stress in the TTSC in order to promote fracture initiation. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the cased perforated block. mm steel rod using Araldite. The samples were allowed to cure for another 3 days. After that, they were cleaned up using a variety of files and sandpapers to guarantee that each surface of the sample was completely level. This would ensure a uniform stress distribution being applied to each face when under stress. Then the samples were left in ambient conditions for 30 days to dry before the tests. Before each sample was placed inside the TTSC, a steel rod 380 mm in length and 6.2 mm in OD was placed in the wellbore to minimize the volume of the wellbore. Hence reducing the wellbore filling time once the test would commence. The other benefit of having this rod was to reduce the dead volume of the fracturing fluid. As a result, when the fracturing test was in progress, less compressed fracturing fluid would be present inside the hole at the time of fracture break down. Therefore, the fracture propagation could be better controlled. The completed samples were then representative of a cased and perforated wellbore. The perforations were aligned perpendicular to the minimum horizontal stress in the TTSC in order to promote fracture initiation. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the cased perforated block. To perform scaling analysis for hydraulic fracturing experiments, samples' physical and mechanical properties as well as fracturing fluids' viscosity are required. Table 1 presents a summary of the physical and mechanical properties of the samples as well as the adhesives' strength properties.
Experimental Set-Up

True Tri-Axial Stress Cell (TTSC)
For conducting the fracturing tests three independent stresses should be applied on each cubic sample to simulate the underground in-situ stresses. To achieve this objective, a true tri-axial stress cell (TTSC) was implemented [21] . The TTSC is capable of applying three independent orthogonal stresses in three directions on a sample. These stresses are applied to a sample using a series of hydraulic rams which are powered by three separate syringe pumps.
Each syringe pump can provide up to a maximum pressure of 9500 psi, and a maximum injection rate of 107 cc/min. The TTSC is designed in such a way that it could accommodate cubic samples of up to 300 mm in size. However, with the aid of a number of aluminum spacer blocks the TTSC could also be employed for testing a variety of smaller cubic sized samples. In this particular study, six 145 mm× 145 mm × 75 mm spacers were applied to properly accommodate the prepared samples at the center of the TTSC. The face of each spacer, which comes into contact with the face of the sample is 5 mm smaller on each side. This would ensure that the adjacent spacers would not come into contact with each other when there is some displacement of the sample. Figure 3 shows a top view of the TTSC and the syringe pumps, which were used for applying the stresses, and also a 150 mm sample accommodated in the cell using the spacer blocks.
As it was mentioned in the introduction section, the main goal of this study was to investigate the effects of the fracturing fluid viscosity and flow rate on the fracture initiation and near wellbore propagation geometry. Therefore, a particular stress regime was considered to be applied on all samples in this study. This would have ensured that the stress regime would not influence the tests' results. Consequently, a maximum principal stress (σ 1 ) of 13.8 MPa (2000 psi), an intermediate principal stress (σ 2 ) of 10.3 MPa (1500 psi), and a minimum principal stress (σ 3 ) of 6.9 MPa (1000 psi) were applied on each sample. Such stress components would represent a normal in-situ stress regime where σ 1 > σ 2 > σ 3 . It is noteworthy that no scaling was considered for the applied stresses; however, scaling analyses were performed involving the energy dissipation during fracture growth (see Section 4) .
In ideal circumstances, it is expected that a hydraulic fracture initiates and propagates in a plane known as preferred fracture plane (PFP), which is perpendicular to the minimum principal stress direction. Therefore, all testing samples were placed in the cell in such a way that the perforations were along the direction of the intermediate principal stress. Also, the maximum principal stress was set along the wellbore axis. This would facilitate and ease the fracture to be developed in PFP.
It is noteworthy that the principal stresses were applied in three stages. Initially, all three stresses were concurrently increased to the minimum principal stress magnitude. At this point, the corresponding minimum stress syringe pump was set on a constant pressure mode to simulate the minimum in-situ stress perpendicular to the direction of the perforations. Then the other two stresses were increased to the intermediate principal stress, and at this stage, the intermediate stress was kept constant. At the final stage, the maximum principal stress was increased to its required value and then its corresponding pump was set on constant pressure mode. This stress path was consistently applied to all samples tested in this study. 
Fracturing Fluid Injection
Three high viscous fluids were used as the fracturing fluid to examine the effects of viscosity on fracturing pressures and propagation geometry. These fluids included honey, and two different silicone oils. The properties of these fluids are listed in Table 2 . The fracturing fluids were used to hydraulically fracture nine synthetic samples, and for each sample a particular fluid was injected with a specific flow rate ranging from 0.05 cc/min to 5 cc/min. Viscosity of silicone oils used in this study is obtained from manufacturer database, which is assumed to be reliable. It is also assumed that behaviour of these fluids was Newtonian. This is due to the fact that the fracturing tests were conducted with very low injection rate for which the shear rate of these fluids are observed to be well below its critical shear rate. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the behaviour of these fluids was Newtonian for these tests. * Viscosities reported at 34.5 MPa by the producer; ** Obtained from [22] ; *** These values were calculated based on the maximum injection rate of each fluid. , and a synthetic sample accommodated in the TTSC using the spacer blocks (Bottom).
Three high viscous fluids were used as the fracturing fluid to examine the effects of viscosity on fracturing pressures and propagation geometry. These fluids included honey, and two different silicone oils. The properties of these fluids are listed in Table 2 . The fracturing fluids were used to hydraulically fracture nine synthetic samples, and for each sample a particular fluid was injected with a specific flow rate ranging from 0.05 cc/min to 5 cc/min. Viscosity of silicone oils used in this study is obtained from manufacturer database, which is assumed to be reliable. It is also assumed that behaviour of these fluids was Newtonian. This is due to the fact that the fracturing tests were conducted with very low injection rate for which the shear rate of these fluids are observed to be well below its critical shear rate. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the behaviour of these fluids was Newtonian for these tests. A displacement chamber with a total volume of 120 cc was used along with a syringe pump to inject the high viscous fracturing fluid into the wellbore. The chamber was carefully cleaned and filled with the desired fracturing fluid before each set of tests. This process was strictly followed to make sure that no air bubbles could enter the fluid. Since air bubbles can easily get trapped in the high viscous fracturing fluids resulting in a detrimental effect on the fracturing experiment. This is due to the fact that air is much more compressible than the fracturing fluid. Therefore, when the wellbore is being pressurized with the fracturing fluid, the air bubbles shrink, while maintaining the same pressure as the wellbore. Once the fracture initiates in the sample, some new volume would be created and as a result some wellbore pressure reduction is expected. This variation in the wellbore pressure will be interpreted later to analyse the fracturing pressures and geometries. However, with the presence of compressed air bubbles, they could easily expand and compensate for the newly created volume. Consequently, the wellbore pressure would not reduce much and the fracturing process may be misinterpreted. In addition, the expansion of the air bubbles could provide sufficient pressure to propagate the fracture very quickly to the boundary of the sample (i.e., uncontrolled fracture propagation), which is not favorable.
As three different fracturing fluids were used for these experiments, testing required the fluid chamber to be filled with the three different fluids. The nature of these fluids, particularly their high viscosity made this filling process to become a cumbersome and time-consuming task. An alternative and more efficient approach was to first fill a larger chamber with a capacity of 750 cc, then allow the viscous fluid to settle in the chamber. And finally pressurising the chamber and slowly releasing the pressure so that all the air bubbles were removed from the fluid. The fracturing fluid was then displaced into the smaller fluid chamber before testing took place.
In order to inject the fracturing fluid into the wellbore, the fluid chamber should have been connected to the tubing of the sample. As it is seen in Figure 3 , there is a hole at the bottom of the cell which is designed for the sample's casing to pass through. The top side of the casing, (located underneath the cell), is at the point where the fracturing fluid chamber was connected. Once testing commenced, the fracturing fluid was injected into the borehole of the sample from beneath the TTSC. Two pressure transducers, called pre and post choke transducers, were used to measure the injection pressure. These transducers were installed as close to the sample as possible and separated by a partially opened needle valve which acted as a choke (flow restrictor). Figure 4 shows a schematic of the fracturing fluid injection set-up. It should be noted that each synthetic sample was initially accommodated in the TTSC ( Figure 3 ) and then it was connected to the fracturing fluid injection line. A displacement chamber with a total volume of 120 cc was used along with a syringe pump to inject the high viscous fracturing fluid into the wellbore. The chamber was carefully cleaned and filled with the desired fracturing fluid before each set of tests. This process was strictly followed to make sure that no air bubbles could enter the fluid. Since air bubbles can easily get trapped in the high viscous fracturing fluids resulting in a detrimental effect on the fracturing experiment. This is due to the fact that air is much more compressible than the fracturing fluid. Therefore, when the wellbore is being pressurized with the fracturing fluid, the air bubbles shrink, while maintaining the same pressure as the wellbore. Once the fracture initiates in the sample, some new volume would be created and as a result some wellbore pressure reduction is expected. This variation in the wellbore pressure will be interpreted later to analyse the fracturing pressures and geometries. However, with the presence of compressed air bubbles, they could easily expand and compensate for the newly created volume. Consequently, the wellbore pressure would not reduce much and the fracturing process may be misinterpreted. In addition, the expansion of the air bubbles could provide sufficient pressure to propagate the fracture very quickly to the boundary of the sample (i.e., uncontrolled fracture propagation), which is not favorable.
In order to inject the fracturing fluid into the wellbore, the fluid chamber should have been connected to the tubing of the sample. As it is seen in Figure 3 , there is a hole at the bottom of the cell which is designed for the sample's casing to pass through. The top side of the casing, (located underneath the cell), is at the point where the fracturing fluid chamber was connected. Once testing commenced, the fracturing fluid was injected into the borehole of the sample from beneath the TTSC. Two pressure transducers, called pre and post choke transducers, were used to measure the injection pressure. These transducers were installed as close to the sample as possible and separated by a partially opened needle valve which acted as a choke (flow restrictor). Figure 4 shows a schematic of the fracturing fluid injection set-up. It should be noted that each synthetic sample was initially accommodated in the TTSC (Figure 3 ) and then it was connected to the fracturing fluid injection line. The choke helped to restrict and regulate the flow of the fracturing fluid which enabled more precise controlling of fracture growth [23] . Considering the moment at which the wellbore is pressurized enough so that a fracture initiates from the perforation(s), some new volume is expected to develop. This leads to a reduction in wellbore pressure. Therefore, the pressurized fluid, which is in the fracturing fluid chamber, would naturally flow at a higher flow rate towards the wellbore to The choke helped to restrict and regulate the flow of the fracturing fluid which enabled more precise controlling of fracture growth [23] . Considering the moment at which the wellbore is pressurized enough so that a fracture initiates from the perforation(s), some new volume is expected to develop. This leads to a reduction in wellbore pressure. Therefore, the pressurized fluid, which is in the fracturing fluid chamber, would naturally flow at a higher flow rate towards the wellbore to compensate for this pressure reduction. This would consequently provide higher pressure in the wellbore and the initiated fracture would propagate uncontrollably and quickly towards the boundary of the sample. Such fast fracture growth in the laboratory-scale could not be reasonably compared with field-scale fracture propagation. Hence, the choke could control the flow of compressed fracturing fluid into a newly initiated fracture and accordingly would control the fracture propagation speed.
Scaling Analysis
In order to reasonably compare the results of laboratory scale hydraulic fracturing experiments to field scale operations, it is fundamentally important that scaling laws are applied. Scaling laws are simply the dimensional analysis involving the energy dissipation during fracture growth. Known information such as sample size, wellbore dimensions and the hydro-mechanical properties of the sample are normally used as the inputs into the scaling model. This enables the output variables such as fluid viscosity, injection rate and total fracture propagation time to be properly calculated and aided in the design of the laboratory hydraulic fracturing test [24] .
At the laboratory scale, some of previous experimental works were conducted without the consideration of scaling laws [25] . As a consequence, experimental parameters such as fluid viscosity and injection rates were based on the values used in real field operations. This resulted in very low fluid viscosities and highly exaggerated injection rates being used in the laboratory. However, in order to properly monitor and analyze the fracture initiation and propagation in a small sample at lab scale, fracturing fluids with significantly higher viscosities are often required as well as drastically reduced injection rates. This ensures that the fracture is contained within the sample and allows fracture growth to be monitored without being affected by boundary conditions. During hydraulic fracturing, the time at which the wellbore pressurization rate reaches its maximum value is recognized as the fracture initiation point. Therefore, in this study, the fracture initiation time was considered as the reference point for scaled time. Conversely, fracture breakdown is usually defined as the time at which the wellbore pressure reaches its maximum value, and fracture initiation typically occurs before this breakdown point [26] . Therefore, the scaling period of a laboratory experiment starts with fracture initiation and runs through to the final stage of the fracture propagation.
Over the course of a hydraulic fracturing operation in the field, the initiation and propagation of the real fracture is influenced by three essential boundaries of viscosity, toughness and leak-off dominated regimes [23] . In these tests, the permeability of the samples was around 0.019 mD and therefore the effect of leak-off and the leak-off regime could be regarded as negligible. During the majority of field fracturing operations, fracture growth is predominately toughness dominated throughout fracture initiation. However, as the fracture develops it rapidly becomes viscous dominated [27] . Furthermore, for a radial fracture, the regime becomes more toughness dominated during the final stage of the fracture growth [28] . In this study scaling laws developed by de Pater et al. [24] were applied. Also the scaling analysis developed in a recent study [23, 26, 28] was used to ensure that the majority of the fracture growth is viscous dominated similar to what happens in a field fracturing. In order to have viscous dominated fracture propagation the following equation should be satisfied [24] :
Here, K IC is the fracture toughness, P n is net fracture pressure and r f is fracture radius. Considering the hydro-mechanical properties and dimensions of the samples used in this study, the right hand side of Equation (1) is always larger than the synthetic sample's fracture toughness. This is valid for the range of injection rates and fluid viscosities considered for this study. However, the injection time is different for each set of fracturing fluid viscosity and flow rate; this is more explained in Section 5.1.
In order to have a viscous dominated propagation regime, the dimensionless toughness parameter of a Penny-Shaped fracture can be calculated using the following equation [28] :
In this equation, t is the time of experiment and Q o is flow rate. In theory, based on Equation (2), the fracture propagation will be viscous dominated if κ is less than one, whereas if κ is greater than four the propagation will be toughness dominated [28] . It must be noted that the dimensionless toughness number, κ is time dependent; hence the fracture regime may change as time evolves. Other parameters are as follows:
where, µ is fracturing fluid viscosity, E is rock's Young's modulus, and v is the Poisson's ratio. Using the samples' hydro-mechanical properties (Table 1) , fracturing fluid viscosities (Table 2) , and the range of the flow rates, which were used in this study, the dimensionless toughness numbers (κ) as presented in Equation (2) were calculated and presented in Table 3 . The other parameters in Equation (2) are calculated using Equations (3)- (5). As it is seen in this table, all κ values are less than one, confirming that the conducted experiments in this study would have viscous dominated fracture propagation. It is noteworthy that the time of the experiment is 1000 s, which was selected based on the previous experimental experiences. Also, it was observed that in all of the experiments, the propagation time was less than 1000 s. This would result in a κ value smaller than one, as κ is directly proportional to the propagation time.
It should also be mentioned that while the scaling laws are used in this study, the non-homogeneous nature of the samples may negatively impact the results. This may cause a difficulty in extrapolating the results to large scales. Generally, it is not practically possible to scale micro-structural properties like the ratio of the fracture length to grain size in laboratory and field operation [24] . Therefore, in this study, the effect of grain size on fracture initiation and propagation is ignored.
Results and Discussion
During this investigation, hydraulic fracturing tests were conducted on nine 150 mm cubic concrete samples. The tests involved the use of three different fracturing fluids and a range of injection rates from 0.05 cc/min to 5 cc/min. The samples were prepared with significant level of caution and care to ensure that the stress distribution being applied to each face of the sample was uniform.
Further to this, the wellbore and perforations were prepared with repeatability to make sure that the stress distribution applied by the high-pressure fracturing fluid would be near identical in each sample.
This allowed the control of the majority of the variables present in the experiment, and the accurate monitoring and study of the effects of varying the fracturing fluid viscosity and fluid injection rate. A normal stress regime was maintained throughout the testing on all nine samples, where σ 1 = 13.8 MPa, σ 2 = 10.3 MPa, and σ 3 = 6.9 MPa. Table 4 presents the fracturing tests' parameters and the fracture initiation and break down pressures for each test. As previously mentioned, two pressure transducers were used to record the pre (P1) and post (P2) choke pressures, just at the entrance of the wellbore (see Figure 4) , while the fracturing fluid was being injected into the wellbore. Due to the fact that the length of the wellbore was relatively short and the injection rates were quite low, the frictional pressure drop was negligible. Table 3 presents the maximum frictional pressure loss for each fracturing fluid at its maximum injection rate. Since the frictional pressure loss was negligible, the post choke pressure reading could be considered as the fracturing pressure (i.e., the wellbore pressure). However, the pre choke pressure reading was used as a means to estimate the initiation and breakdown pressures. Figure 5 shows a pressure-time curve corresponding to test SL-1. In this figure, the pre and post choke pressures (P1 and P2) are shown as well as the wellbore pressurization rate. In addition, the difference between P1 and P2 is calculated and displayed versus time. This would greatly help in predicting the moment of fracture initiation as well as predicting the fracture propagation time. caution and care to ensure that the stress distribution being applied to each face of the sample was uniform. Further to this, the wellbore and perforations were prepared with repeatability to make sure that the stress distribution applied by the high-pressure fracturing fluid would be near identical in each sample. This allowed the control of the majority of the variables present in the experiment, and the accurate monitoring and study of the effects of varying the fracturing fluid viscosity and fluid injection rate. A normal stress regime was maintained throughout the testing on all nine samples, where σ1 = 13.8 MPa, σ2 = 10.3 MPa, and σ3 = 6.9 MPa. Table 4 presents the fracturing tests' parameters and the fracture initiation and break down pressures for each test. As previously mentioned, two pressure transducers were used to record the pre (P1) and post (P2) choke pressures, just at the entrance of the wellbore (see Figure 4) , while the fracturing fluid was being injected into the wellbore. Due to the fact that the length of the wellbore was relatively short and the injection rates were quite low, the frictional pressure drop was negligible. Table 3 presents the maximum frictional pressure loss for each fracturing fluid at its maximum injection rate. Since the frictional pressure loss was negligible, the post choke pressure reading could be considered as the fracturing pressure (i.e., the wellbore pressure). However, the pre choke pressure reading was used as a means to estimate the initiation and breakdown pressures. Figure 5 shows a pressure-time curve corresponding to test SL-1. In this figure, the pre and post choke pressures (P1 and P2) are shown as well as the wellbore pressurization rate. In addition, the difference between P1 and P2 is calculated and displayed versus time. This would greatly help in predicting the moment of fracture initiation as well as predicting the fracture propagation time. As it is seen in Figure 5 , over the first 550 s of the injection time, the pressure recording did not increase much. In this time the fracturing fluid was just filling the wellbore and the perforations. After the wellbore was completely filled, the two pressures started to build up and as a result, the wellbore was pressurized.
The initiation pressure could be estimated as the point where the pre and post choke pressure readings begin to deviate from each other, whereas the breakdown pressure is taken as the maximum wellbore pressure. In essence, as the wellbore is being pressurized, both the pre and post choke pressures would be increasing. However, when the fracture initiates, micro fractures are created and hence the rate of increase of the wellbore pressure reduces. This is due to the fact that the pressurized fracturing fluid in the wellbore expands to fill the volume of the newly initiated flaws and consequently the wellbore pressure decreases. However, because of the presence of the choke, the pre choke transducer does not sense this reduction in pressure and increases more than that of post choke pressure. Therefore, the point at which the difference between the two pressures increases indicates the fracture initiation (see Figure 5) .
The other evidence to mark the fracture initiation point is the reduction in the wellbore pressurization rate. This is basically due to the fact that as a fracture initiates, the wellbore pressure reduces and consequently the pressurization rate would decrease. This reduction in the pressurization rate along with the increase in the difference between the pre and post choke pressures were implemented in all these tests to precisely specify the moment of fracture initiation.
At the conclusion of each test, the in-situ stresses were reduced at a constant rate back down to atmospheric pressure. The sample was then taken out of the TTSC, at which point it was carefully broken apart along the induced fracture planes. The fracture planes were then photographed to aid analyzing the fracture geometries. Also, the pressure-time curves were used to interpret the initiation and breakdown pressures, as well as near wellbore fracture geometry. Table 5 presents a brief description of the fracture geometries. Table 5 . Brief description of the fracture geometries.
Test No. Test Description and Fracture Geometry
H-1
The fracturing Fluid (honey) created several fractures in the solid adhesive, which had filled the annulus between the casing and the wellbore. Eventually, the fractures reached the bottom of the annulus and the fluid leaked out.
H-2
This sample was initially intended to be fractured by a flow rate of 1 cc/min; however, after 3100 s of injection, no fracture was initiated. Therefore, the flow rate was then increased to 2 cc/min. Consequently, the wellbore pressure increased and eventually a vertical, almost planar, fracture perpendicular to the direction of minimum stress was initiated and propagated from each perforation tunnel. The two fractures did not link up at the vicinity of the wellbore, probably due to high stress concentration around the wellbore.
H-3
From each perforation a two-wing fracture was propagated along the perforation axis. However, the initiated fractures were not vertical at the perforation wall, and had an angle of about 35 • with respect to the vertical plane. Both fractures propagated downwards and upwards in the sample in a curved path, and in a distance away from the wellbore they turned towards the vertical plane (PFP).
H-4
Similar to the previous test, curved fractures were initiated from the perforations, and then turned towards the PFP. The lower wing of the fracture in this test made an angle of about 80 • with respect to the vertical plane; however, it turned towards a plane where less normal stress was applied.
SL-1
Almost similar to the two previous tests, from each perforation a two-wing fracture was created in an angle of 65 • with respect to the vertical plane. Then, in some distance away from the wellbore, the fractures turned towards the PFP.
SL-2
An almost planar fracture, making an angle of 3 • with respect to PFP, was developed from both perforations, and propagated mostly towards the bottom of the sample.
SL-3
This test exhibited multiple fracturing. In addition, a two-wing fracture was developed almost against the maximum stress, initiating from one of the perforations. Then one of its wings propagated and changed its direction towards a vertical plane, which was nearly perpendicular to the minimum stress. The other perforation just initiated a small fracture.
SH-1 A two-wing fracture was developed almost against the maximum stress, initiating from one of the perforations. Then one of its wings propagated and turned towards the PFP.
SH-2
An almost planar vertical fracture, making an angle of 25 • with respect to PFP, was propagated from one of the perforations. The other perforation created a fracture which also developed towards the vertical plane and perpendicular to the minimum stress direction.
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Predicting Fracture Propagation Time
In laboratory fracturing experiments, fracture propagation time is generally considered as the time interval it takes for an initiated fracture to grow from the wellbore (or the perforations) all the way to the boundary of the experimental sample. This time interval is critically important in such experimental studies. This is because when the fracture propagates and the fracture tip gets close to the boundary of the sample, the last moments of fracture propagation may be influenced by the sample's boundary conditions. Therefore, the very last stages of the fracturing process may not appropriately represent the real field fracturing mechanism. In addition, any further injection of the fracturing fluid after the fracture has reached the boundary may resemble real hydraulic fracture propagation and mislead the experiment's interpretations.
Such issue is marked and shown in Figure 5 , where after the fracture reached the sample boundary, the rest of the pressure recording data was just showing the fracturing fluid flowing through the created fracture all the way to the boundary of the sample. It should be noted that such pressure behavior is very similar to hydraulic fracture propagation in the field, where the wellbore pressure remains almost constant. Therefore, it is critically important to consider a methodology in order to properly detect the end of the fracture propagation and disregard the rest of the pressure curve.
As it is explained in Section 4, the fracture propagation time (injection time) could be obtained using theoretical scaling analysis. The scaling analysis is based on some assumptions such as a penny-shaped fracture propagation. All these assumptions may not be valid in a case where a real hydraulic fracturing test is in progress. Therefore, the estimated required injection time may not match the real one. For instance, when a fracture is initiated from a perforation and it is propagated along a curved path, due to the concentrated stress distribution around the wellbore and the perforation, it is not actually a penny-shaped fracture. Therefore, as it is contradicting the assumptions of the scaling laws, such curved fracture propagation may not be accurately matched with scaling analysis.
In order to address this problem, a new methodology was developed in this study to interpret the fracturing pressures. In this methodology real propagation time (or its corresponding injection time) could be directly estimated from the pressure recordings. This methodology is based on the concept of fluid flow through a fracture. When a fluid with a constant viscosity and under isothermal conditions is flowing through a constant length fracture, the frictional pressure loss along the fracture would not change over time. When the fracture tip reaches the boundary of the sample, the length of the fracture does not increase any more. Accordingly, the rest of the wellbore pressure curve would present an almost constant pressure behavior versus time. This means that the wellbore pressurization rate would become almost zero.
Conversely, one stage earlier, when the fracture initiates and propagates through the sample, as the tip of the fracture is growing, it creates new volume. Consequently, the fracturing fluid would expand to fill this volume, and as a result, the wellbore pressure would decrease. However, this pressure reduction pulse would take a short while to pass across the fluid restrictor (the choke); therefore, the pre choke pressure (P1) may not decrease simultaneously. Accordingly, the pressure difference (∆P = P1 − P2) would increase (see Figure 5) . However, after a short while, the pre choke pressure would also decrease as a result of sensing the pressure pulse, and would accordingly support the wellbore pressure. Nevertheless, as the fracture is growing, more and more volume would be generated and the wellbore pressure keeps decreasing, especially after the fracture breaks down. This is indicated in Figure 5 , where the wellbore pressurization rate is decreasing after the fracture break down point; simultaneously, the difference between the two pressures (∆P) is still increasing.
Once some fracture length is created, the rate of fracture propagation would stabilize. This is because the tip of the fracture is moving far from the wellbore and perforation stressed zone. Therefore, it is approaching a less stressed region (concurrently, the wellbore pressure is now less than break down pressure, therefore less pressure is provided in the fracture for the purpose of its propagation). As a result, the wellbore pressure would decrease less and this means that the pressurization rate would approach zero. Similarly, ∆P would firstly stabilize and then decrease. As the fracture tip hits the boundary of the sample, the fluid can flow out of the sample. This means that the wellbore pressure is now equal to the fracturing fluid frictional pressure loss along the created fracture. Because this pressure loss does not change over time, the wellbore pressure would stabilize. This is the point where the pressurization rate becomes zero and ∆P would also stabilize. This point could practically be considered as the end of the fracture propagation, and the rest of the pressure-time data would represent the fluid flowing in the fracture (see Figure 5 ). This methodology has been implemented for all the tests in this study, and the fracture propagation of every test is presented in Table 4 .
To illustrate the fracture propagation time, tests H-2 and H-3 could be compared. As it is presented in Table 4 , honey was used as the fracturing fluid to conduct these two experiments. Test H-2 was initially intended to be fractured under a flow rate of 1 cc/min. However, after 3100 s of injection, no fracture was initiated (based on the pressure-time curve). Therefore, the flow rate was then increased to 2 cc/min. Test H-3 was also performed using a flow rate of 2 cc/min; however, the pressurization time of this test was 900 s only. This might be the main reason of the difference between the fracturing pressures of these two tests. Nevertheless, when the corresponding fracturing pressure curves were analyzed using the aforementioned method, it was detected that the fracture propagation time of test H-2 was 320 s, while the other test had a fracture propagation time of 669 s.
Referring to Figure 6 , where the fracture geometries of these two tests are shown, it is seen that in test H-2 a planar fracture was propagated, and the fracture tip reached the side boundary of the sample before the fracture has propagated much in the vertical direction. This has resulted in a relatively small propagation time and consequently a small fracture plane. While test H-3 experienced a curved fracture geometry which turned away from the wellbore and aligned itself almost with PFP before the tip of the fracture reached the top boundary of the sample. As a result, a larger fracture plane was created in test H-3 in comparison to that of test H-2 and this confirms the longer fracture propagation time in test H-3, as it was predicted from its pressure-time curve. Once some fracture length is created, the rate of fracture propagation would stabilize. This is because the tip of the fracture is moving far from the wellbore and perforation stressed zone. Therefore, it is approaching a less stressed region (concurrently, the wellbore pressure is now less than break down pressure, therefore less pressure is provided in the fracture for the purpose of its propagation). As a result, the wellbore pressure would decrease less and this means that the pressurization rate would approach zero. Similarly, ΔP would firstly stabilize and then decrease.
As the fracture tip hits the boundary of the sample, the fluid can flow out of the sample. This means that the wellbore pressure is now equal to the fracturing fluid frictional pressure loss along the created fracture. Because this pressure loss does not change over time, the wellbore pressure would stabilize. This is the point where the pressurization rate becomes zero and ΔP would also stabilize. This point could practically be considered as the end of the fracture propagation, and the rest of the pressure-time data would represent the fluid flowing in the fracture (see Figure 5 ). This methodology has been implemented for all the tests in this study, and the fracture propagation of every test is presented in Table 4 .
To illustrate the fracture propagation time, tests H-2 and H-3 could be compared. As it is presented in Table 4 , honey was used as the fracturing fluid to conduct these two experiments. Test H-2 was initially intended to be fractured under a flow rate of 1 cc/min. However, after 3100 s of injection, no fracture was initiated (based on the pressure-time curve). Therefore, the flow rate was then increased to 2 cc/min. Test H-3 was also performed using a flow rate of 2 cc/min; however, the pressurization time of this test was 900 s only. This might be the main reason of the difference between the fracturing pressures of these two tests. Nevertheless, when the corresponding fracturing pressure curves were analyzed using the aforementioned method, it was detected that the fracture propagation time of test H-2 was 320 s, while the other test had a fracture propagation time of 669 s. Referring to Figure 6 , where the fracture geometries of these two tests are shown, it is seen that in test H-2 a planar fracture was propagated, and the fracture tip reached the side boundary of the sample before the fracture has propagated much in the vertical direction. This has resulted in a relatively small propagation time and consequently a small fracture plane. While test H-3 experienced a curved fracture geometry which turned away from the wellbore and aligned itself almost with PFP before the tip of the fracture reached the top boundary of the sample. As a result, a Figure 6 . Test H-3 (top) and H-2 (Bottom) fracture geometries.
Cement Sheath Strength Effect
A common practice in the completion of an oil or gas wellbore is to cement the production casing in the open wellbore across the pay zone. This is achieved by pumping cement slurry with some particular rheological properties down the hole and then the slurry would flow upwards in the annulus between the casing and the wellbore wall. Eventually, the drilling engineers will wait for a fraction of a day or a few days for the cement to set, before they move on to the next operation [29] . From the drilling engineer point of view, the set cement should support the weight of the casing and for this reason, it should reach a minimum strength of 34.5 MPa (5000 psi) [30] . This would be equivalent to a tensile strength of 3.4 MPa.
Such low strength properties might be sufficient to support the weight of the casing for wellbore drilling purposes. However, later on over the life of the wellbore, if the production engineer hydraulically pressurizes the wellbore and perforations, the fracturing fluid may propagate a fracture through the cement sheath rather than the formation rock. This is what was observed in the first test, where the pressurized fracturing fluid created multiple fractures through the solid adhesive (which was essentially used as the cement slurry to bond the casing to wellbore wall). Consequently, no fracture was developed in the sample. Figure 7 shows the fracturing pressure curve and a view of the sample in test H-1, which was broken by hammer after the test. As it is demonstrated by the pressure-time behavior, one may conclude that multiple fractures were initiated and propagated in the sample. This is because the curve does not reveal any point that could indicate the failure of the adhesive. However, when the sample was inspected after the test, it was realized that the fracturing fluid had actually created a micro-annulus and had leaked out of the sample just next to the casing. A further analysis, which was done after the sample was split apart using a hammer and a chisel, showed that no fracture was initiated within the sample, though both perforations had been pressurized by the fracturing fluid. larger fracture plane was created in test H-3 in comparison to that of test H-2 and this confirms the longer fracture propagation time in test H-3, as it was predicted from its pressure-time curve.
Such low strength properties might be sufficient to support the weight of the casing for wellbore drilling purposes. However, later on over the life of the wellbore, if the production engineer hydraulically pressurizes the wellbore and perforations, the fracturing fluid may propagate a fracture through the cement sheath rather than the formation rock. This is what was observed in the first test, where the pressurized fracturing fluid created multiple fractures through the solid adhesive (which was essentially used as the cement slurry to bond the casing to wellbore wall). Consequently, no fracture was developed in the sample. The same issue may happen in a real hydraulic fracturing operation. A pressurized fracturing fluid could break through a low strength cement sheath in the annulus of the wellbore, while its pressure-time graph on the surface may appear to be very similar to a proper hydraulic fracture propagation in the formation. It is noteworthy that, in such condition, where the fracturing fluid has created a fracture in the cement sheath, it is more likely that the fracture would propagate upwards. This is because less stress would be applied to the tip of the fracture at shallower depths. Consequently, this may negatively impact the integrity of the wellbore. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate the cement strength properties before any hydraulic fracturing operation is performed in a cased perforated wellbore.
To prevent this problem in the rest of the samples, they were prepared using Super Strength Araldite adhesive. This was in contrary to sample H-1, which was glued using Selleys Liquid Nails adhesive with a shear strength of 1.1 MPa (see Table 1 ). The Super Strength Araldite offered a shear strength of 26 MPa, and had appropriately sealed the annulus in the rest of the tests with no instance of a micro-annulus incident.
The Effects of Viscosity and Flow Rate
According to the scaling analysis presented in Section 4, to conduct a scaled hydraulic fracturing experiment, the use of a very high fracturing fluid viscosity is necessary. This is basically to properly simulate the real physical phenomena taking place over the course of a field hydraulic fracturing process to laboratory experiments [24] . The other important parameter that is involved in the fracturing process is the injection flow rate. Typically, in laboratory experiments, when a very high viscous fluid is used, the injection flow rate should be much lower than the field operation injection rates [25] . In this study, three different fracturing fluids were used, and in each test a particular injection flow rate ranging from 0.05 to 5 cc/min was considered to investigate the impacts of these two important parameters on fracturing pressure, propagation and near wellbore geometry.
Because every test had a specific flow rate and viscosity, the product of flow rate and viscosity (Q × µ) is considered in order to ease the tests' results comparison and simplify the analysis. Considering the unit of flow rate (m 3 /s) and the unit of viscosity (N.s/m 2 ), it is realized that the unit of the product of flow rate and viscosity will be N.m. This means that the product is representing the energy which is supplied for hydraulic fracturing. Such fracturing energy concept is later used to better interpret the tests' results.
Fracturing Pressures
Fracture initiation and break down pressures are the two most critical parameters of a fracturing operation, especially in cased perforated wellbore. Analyzing the fracture initiation and break down pressures presented in Table 4 along with their corresponding fracturing fluid viscosities and flow rates would reveal that as the product of flow rate and viscosity increases, generally higher pressures are experienced.
For instance, test SL-3, was performed using silicone oil as the fracturing fluid with a viscosity of 97,700 cp, and the injection flow rate was 0.05 cc/min. This sample exhibited multiple fracturing and the first fracture was initiated at a pressure of 7.98 MPa and its break down pressure was 8. 16 MPa. This first fracture did not propagate much and the wellbore pressure increased again and the second fracture was initiated at a wellbore pressure of 14.37 MPa and at this time the break down pressure was recorded to be 14.65 MP. Comparing this test with test SH-1, in which silicone oil viscosity was 586,800 cp and the injection flow rate was 1 cc/min, it is observed that the latter test demonstrated a much larger fracturing pressures. In which the initiation and break down pressures were 32.75 MPa and 35.65 MPa, respectively.
Similarly, comparing tests SH-1 and SH-2 would lead to the same result. These two tests were both conducted using silicone oil with a viscosity of 586,800 cp; however, the injection flow rate in test SH-2 was one tenth of the flow rate in test SH-1. Consequently, in test SH-2, the fracture was initiated at a pressure of 28.27 MPa, while it was 32.75 MPa in test SH-1. The break down pressures also showed a difference of almost 3 MPa between the two tests. These comparisons highlight that a larger product of injection flow rate and viscosity would lead to higher fracturing pressures. This is mainly because as a viscous fracturing fluid is injected at a higher flow rate, more energy is supplied to the wellbore. Consequently, the wellbore pressurization rate increases. This makes the fracturing process more dynamic, and as a result larger fracture initiation and break down pressures would be required to create a fracture. Physically, when a rock or concrete sample is loaded dynamically, it would exhibit larger strength parameters [31] . The same concept appears to be valid for a hydraulic fracturing test, further research is required to investigate this in more details.
Fracture Geometry
The geometry of the hydraulic fracture (specifically near the wellbore) plays an important role during the fracturing operation. A more planar fracture plane would result in a wider fracture with lesser frictional pressure loss. Additionally, the chance of proppant bridging over a planar fracture plane is lower. Moreover, a planar fracture plane is favorable for hydrocarbon production, because oil and gas could flow through such fracture with less pressure reduction.
A description of fracture geometries for every sample is presented in Table 5 . Analyzing these fracture geometries along with the experimental parameters (see Table 4 ) would demonstrate how the injection flow rate and fluid viscosity may influence the near wellbore fracture geometry. Generally, because every sample had two perforations parallel to the direction of intermediate stress (maximum horizontal stress), it was expected that a two-wing fracture plane would be initiated from the top and bottom side of each perforation. And then it would propagate vertically, perpendicular to the direction of minimum stress. However, most of the fractures were initiated in an angle with respect to the vertical plane (herein preferred fracture plane), and propagated in a curved path away from the wellbore and eventually, the tip of the fractures grew towards the vertical plane. Figure 6 shows the fracture geometries of the samples fractured in tests H-2 and H-3. As it is seen in this figure, in test H-2 almost a vertical fracture (along PFP) was developed. However, test H-3 resulted in a curved fracture plane, where the fracture was initiated from the perforations in an angle with respect to PFP, but each wing of fracture propagated in a curved path towards the PFP. As it is described in Table 5 , tests H-4, SL-1, SL-3, and SH-1 also experienced curved fracture planes. However, the angles (with respect to PFP) at which the fractures were initiated from the perforations, as well as the curvature of the fracture planes were not the same in all these tests.
For instance, as it is shown in Figure 8 , in test H-4 two-wing fractures were initiated from each perforation. However, the bottom fracture was initiated at a larger initiation angle than the top fracture. Moreover, the bottom fracture propagated almost in the horizontal plane, which is perpendicular to the vertical stress, while the top wing grew in a curved path towards the PFP. Test SL-1 also resulted in two-wing fractures; however, the fracture initiation angle for this test is less than that of test H-4. Additionally, the top and bottom fractures in test SL-1 experienced less curvature in comparison to the fractures in test H-4.
In order to recognize the relationship between fracture initiation angle and propagation geometry with the injection flow rate and viscosity, it is helpful to recall the product of these two parameters (Q × µ). The product of injection flow rate and viscosity is calculated for each test and presented in Table 6 . Although by increasing the product value, higher initiation and break down pressures were recorded, it appears that some of the tests have the same product values, while their fractures' geometries are different. For instance, tests H-4 and SL-1 have almost the same product value (see Table 6 ); however, their fracture geometries are not the same. To clarify this controversy, it is worthwhile to mention that the product of injection flow rate and viscosity represents the amount of energy applied to pressurize the wellbores and create the fractures. However, because every test had a particular injection rate and fluid viscosity, the wellbore pressurization time was not the same for all tests. For example, sample H-4 was pressurized with a flow rate of 5 cc/min using honey with a viscosity of 20 Pa.s, while sample SL-1 was tested using silicone oil with a viscosity of 97.7 Pa.s and a flow rate of 1 cc/min. Hence, sample H-4 was pressurized much faster than sample SL-1, since a much less viscous fluid was injected into its wellbore at a higher flow rate. This is while both samples had almost the same level of fracturing energy (Q × μ), but sample H-4 had received this energy at a faster rate. Therefore, it would be significantly helpful to divide the fracturing energy by the time interval at which this energy was supplied to each sample. Energy divided by time would introduce a new parameter which is considered to be the fracturing power as given below:
The time interval t is considered to be the wellbore pressurization time in each test. This time interval starts with the moment when the wellbore begins to pressurize and ends when the fracture breaks down. To clarify this controversy, it is worthwhile to mention that the product of injection flow rate and viscosity represents the amount of energy applied to pressurize the wellbores and create the fractures. However, because every test had a particular injection rate and fluid viscosity, the wellbore pressurization time was not the same for all tests. For example, sample H-4 was pressurized with a flow rate of 5 cc/min using honey with a viscosity of 20 Pa.s, while sample SL-1 was tested using silicone oil with a viscosity of 97.7 Pa.s and a flow rate of 1 cc/min. Hence, sample H-4 was pressurized much faster than sample SL-1, since a much less viscous fluid was injected into its wellbore at a higher flow rate. This is while both samples had almost the same level of fracturing energy (Q × µ), but sample H-4 had received this energy at a faster rate. Therefore, it would be significantly helpful to divide the fracturing energy by the time interval at which this energy was supplied to each sample. Energy divided by time would introduce a new parameter which is considered to be the fracturing power as given below:
The time interval t is considered to be the wellbore pressurization time in each test. This time interval starts with the moment when the wellbore begins to pressurize and ends when the fracture breaks down. Table 6 summarizes the fracturing energy, pressurization time, and fracturing power as well as the characteristics of fracture geometry for each test, excluding test H-1 in which no fracture was developed in the sample. Each fracture geometry is characterized by an initiation angle, which is the angle at which the fracture was initiated from the perforation with respect to the PFP. Additionally, the fracture propagation plane is also generally characterized as either planar or curved.
Comparing the fracturing powers of tests H-4 and SL-1 indicates why the fracture geometry in test H-4 had a larger initiation angle and a more curved fracture plane (see Figure 8 ), although they have almost equal fracturing energy of about 16 × 10 −7 N.m. The same result is concluded when comparing the fracturing power and geometries in the other tests. For example, test SH-1 experienced a fracturing power of almost 140 × 10 −10 N.m/s, and as a result a curved fracture with an initiation angle of 75 degrees was created in this test.
In contrary, tests H-2, SL-2 and SH-2 had very low fracturing powers and consequently, an almost planar fracture was initiated from their perforations and propagated in the vertical direction, along PFP. Thus, generally, it is concluded that the fracturing energy could not be directly related to the fracture initiation and propagation geometry. Nevertheless, the fracturing power could be associated with the fracture geometry very well.
Basically, as it is demonstrated in Figure 9 , by increasing the fracturing power supplied to the sample, the wellbore pressurization rate increases. Consequently, the fracture initiation angle increases. This means that at higher fracturing power, fractures could be initiated from the perforations in a direction which is perpendicular to higher stress components (herein vertical stress). Accordingly, the fracture propagation would have a longer curved path so that it could get aligned with the PFP (the plane to which the minimum stress is perpendicular). Table 6 summarizes the fracturing energy, pressurization time, and fracturing power as well as the characteristics of fracture geometry for each test, excluding test H-1 in which no fracture was developed in the sample. Each fracture geometry is characterized by an initiation angle, which is the angle at which the fracture was initiated from the perforation with respect to the PFP. Additionally, the fracture propagation plane is also generally characterized as either planar or curved.
Basically, as it is demonstrated in Figure 9 , by increasing the fracturing power supplied to the sample, the wellbore pressurization rate increases. Consequently, the fracture initiation angle increases. This means that at higher fracturing power, fractures could be initiated from the perforations in a direction which is perpendicular to higher stress components (herein vertical stress). Accordingly, the fracture propagation would have a longer curved path so that it could get aligned with the PFP (the plane to which the minimum stress is perpendicular). A graph of fracture initiation angle versus fracturing power shows that there is a linear relationship between these two parameters on a semi-log plot (Figure 10) . Such relationship could introduce the following general equation:
where λ is the initiation angle, Pf is the fracturing power, and a and b are the constants of the equation, that may depend on sample's properties and the applied principal stresses. Further experiments and analysis are required to justify this equation and to include the effects of fracturing Figure 9 . A schematic of the fracture initiation angle and propagation geometry in response to variation in the fracturing power.
A graph of fracture initiation angle versus fracturing power shows that there is a linear relationship between these two parameters on a semi-log plot (Figure 10) . Such relationship could introduce the following general equation:
where λ is the initiation angle, P f is the fracturing power, and a and b are the constants of the equation, that may depend on sample's properties and the applied principal stresses. Further experiments and analysis are required to justify this equation and to include the effects of fracturing power on the fracture propagation curvature, because the curvature of the fracture appears to be closely related to its initiation angle. It should be noted that test SL-3 had the lowest fracturing power of 0.06 × 10 −10 N.m/s; however, in this test a single fracture was not developed. The injection flow rate was as low as 0.05 cc/min in this test. Such low flow rate, which was applied to a high viscous fracturing fluid (97.7 Pa.s), resulted in very long pressurization time (14,000 s). Consequently, a very low fracturing power was supplied to the sample, which led to multiple fracturing over the course of wellbore pressurization. This is in good agreement with the results obtained in the experimental study conducted by Van de Ketterij [15] ; while they only considered the product of injection flow rate and viscosity and did not indicate the influence of fracturing power. Therefore, test SL-3 is the only test that appears not following the relationship between the fracturing power and the fracture propagation geometry, and this is due to the very low power that led to multiple fracturing. power on the fracture propagation curvature, because the curvature of the fracture appears to be closely related to its initiation angle. It should be noted that test SL-3 had the lowest fracturing power of 0.06 × 10 −10 N.m/s; however, in this test a single fracture was not developed. The injection flow rate was as low as 0.05 cc/min in this test. Such low flow rate, which was applied to a high viscous fracturing fluid (97.7 Pa.s), resulted in very long pressurization time (14,000 s). Consequently, a very low fracturing power was supplied to the sample, which led to multiple fracturing over the course of wellbore pressurization. This is in good agreement with the results obtained in the experimental study conducted by Van de Ketterij [15] ; while they only considered the product of injection flow rate and viscosity and did not indicate the influence of fracturing power. Therefore, test SL-3 is the only test that appears not following the relationship between the fracturing power and the fracture propagation geometry, and this is due to the very low power that led to multiple fracturing. 
Casing Effect
As it was mentioned earlier, in most of the tested samples, the fractures were initiated from the perforations in an angle with respect to a vertical plane (PFP). Then the tip of the fracture turned towards the PFP in some distance away from the wellbore wall. The fracturing power is now believed to be the main reason for the curvature of the fractures. However, the existence of the casing also played an important role. The steel casing has different elastic moduli with respect to the synthetic sample. Generally, the elastic Young's modulus of the casing is larger than that of the sample.
Therefore, if one compares a pressurized open wellbore with a pressurized cased wellbore, assuming that both of them are at the same pressure, the open wellbore would experience larger radial stress on the wellbore wall. This is due to the fact that when the casing is pressurized, the whole fluid pressure would not be transferred to the surrounding wellbore's material because casing would have less radial displacement in comparison to the open wellbore [20] . As a result, less radial stress would be transferred to the wellbore wall. Lower radial stress would accordingly lead to higher tangential stress, so the casing can affect the wellbore and accordingly the perforation stress distribution. Consequently, the fracture initiation and break down pressures would be affected.
Authors have previously conducted some fracturing experiments on the same synthetic samples [12] . However, in the previous study, there was no casing and the perforations were drilled in the openhole. It is noteworthy that the diameter of the perforations in the aforementioned study was 2 mm larger than the current study. However, based on the elastic stress distribution equation for the analysis of the stress profile around a circular cavity [31] , the radius of the perforation does not have Figure 10 . The relationship between the fracture initiation angle and the fracturing power.
Authors have previously conducted some fracturing experiments on the same synthetic samples [12] . However, in the previous study, there was no casing and the perforations were drilled in the openhole. It is noteworthy that the diameter of the perforations in the aforementioned study was 2 mm larger than the current study. However, based on the elastic stress distribution equation for the analysis of the stress profile around a circular cavity [31] , the radius of the perforation does not have an effect on its stress distribution. Therefore, the results of the two experimental studies could be compared with each other.
A comparison between the fracture initiation and break down pressures of the planar fracture in this study with those of similar fracture geometries in the previous study reveals that the existence of the casing has significantly increased the fracturing pressures. As an example, in test SL-2, where a planar vertical fracture was propagated, the fracture initiation and break down pressure were 17.44 MPa and 18.19 MPa respectively. Similar planar vertical fracture geometry in the previous study (tests 2-3 in [12] ) was developed at an initiation pressure of 6.89 MPa and the corresponding break down pressure was 7.62 MPa. This comparison clearly illustrates the impact of the casing on wellbore and perforation stress distributions, and consequently the increase in the fracturing pressures.
Conclusions
In order to analyze the fracturing pressure-time, curves a new methodology is introduced in this study to predict the fracture propagation time directly from the pressure-time curves. This methodology assisted in the indication of the time at which the fracture tip reached the boundary of the sample. Accordingly, the rest of the pressure data after this time was considered as representing the flow of the fracturing fluid through the propagated fracture. Therefore, this methodology greatly improved the results' interpretations.
Experimental results demonstrated that as the product of viscosity and injection flow rate increases, higher fracture initiation and break down pressure would be recorded. This product value has the same dimension as energy. Therefore, it is considered to represent an energy term, named as fracturing energy. Hence, as the fracturing energy increases the fracturing pressures would increase accordingly.
Nevertheless, it was observed that the fracture initiation angle and near wellbore propagation geometry may not be directly related to fracturing energy. Therefore, a new parameter was introduced by dividing the fracturing energy by the wellbore pressurization time, named as fracturing power (Equation (6)). It is observed that as the fracturing power rises, the fracture initiation angle increases and a more curved fracture plane would be propagated.
It is also observed that casing has a significant effect on the wellbore and perforation stress distribution. As a result, larger fracture initiation and break down pressures would be expected in a cased perforated completion, in comparison to a perforated openhole wellbore. Additionally, the casing would cause a vertical fracture to deviate from the wellbore and propagate in a curved path toward the PFP.
The strength properties of the cement sheath play an important role in the hydraulic fracturing mechanism in a cased perforated wellbore. Low shear strength cement sheath may result in creation of a micro-annulus. Accordingly, the hydraulic fracture would propagate in the annulus between the casing and the wellbore wall. As a result, the wellbore pressure would decrease and consequently there would be no or little chance of the creation of hydraulic fracture in the formation. 
